Lecturecast Resource centre

Use the Lecturecast system to schedule and manage lecture recordings of teaching events, add and share materials with participants via Moodle and monitor and gather information about your classes.

These Wiki pages contain important information about how the system operates at UCL including guidance on scheduling and accessing recordings.

Quick Start

Step 1:
Schedule the recording of a lecture using the Lecturecast Scheduler.

Log in to Lecturecast Scheduler

Step 2:
Make the recording available to students via their Moodle course.

Log in to Moodle

Step 3:
Edit and manage recordings using Lecturecast ALP.

Log in to Lecturecast ALP

*To appear on your available list of courses, you must first log into your Moodle course.
End of Support for Personal Capture

Universal Capture, which is now available to download via the Lecturecast interface has replaced ‘Personal Capture’. Personal capture is no longer supported or available to download. The Universal Capture tool allows staff to record audio, video and their laptop displays in much the same way as the Personal capture system but with a greater degree of reliability. Content is also packaged and uploaded as you record, meaning that the completed recording is available much sooner. To download Universal Capture, use the ‘Downloads’ link available from the settings icon in the Lecturecast section. Ensure you select Universal Capture: Personal. A video demo of Universal Capture is available on the the Echo360 support pages.

Pilot of automatic transcripts for Lecturecast recordings

Over the next few months, Digital Education along with several volunteers from across the university will be running a pilot of the Lecturecast ‘automatic speech recognition’ (ASR) functionality. ASR has the potential to provide invaluable support for students with hearing difficulties but can be a useful additional resource for all students. However, the system needs to be tested with a range of voices, accents, and subjects, including those with discipline-specific or specialist terminology, in order to assess the accuracy of the resulting transcripts and how much work might be involved to correct them. The project has been prompted by the legislation that came into effect last autumn to ensure that digital content is accessible by everyone, and we would also like to explore how useful students in pilot groups find the service.
Using recordings from previous academic years

Recordings from the legacy Lecturecast system are now available within the current Lecturecast system and may be published into current Lecturecast sections.

Guidance on the re-use of recordings from previous academic years can be found here.

Please DO NOT DELETE legacy recordings from your personal library unless the content is no longer required, as this will be the only version of the content moving forward.

Migration of Legacy Lecturecast Content

The migration of content from the legacy Lecturecast system (pre-summer 2017) to the current Lecturecast system has now been completed. This means every recording from the legacy system (available, unavailable, archived) now has a copy within the current Lecturecast system.

Migrated legacy content may be published into current Lecturecast sections. Guidance on the re-use of recordings from previous academic years can be found here.

Important Note: Due to the nature of the migration process, content master files have been migrated to the personal library of one of the Instructors/Administrators on the original section, as well as the legacy section being created.

Please DO NOT DELETE legacy recordings from your personal library unless the content is no longer required, as this will be the only version of the content moving forward.

The Lecturecast service has a data retention period of 7 years in line with UCL data protection policy. After 7 years material will be auto-deleted unless it is republished to a new section, which will reset its retention period.
Decommissioning of Legacy Lecturecast

The legacy lecturecast system has now been fully migrated and decommissioned.

- **Access:** You should no longer have access to the legacy Lecturecast system. If you have links to legacy lecturecast content on your webpages or Moodle pages, these will need to be updated with new links to Live Lecturecast.
- You can access all migrated content from legacy lecturecast on the Active Learning Platform (ALP). Please refer to the Guidance on the re-use of recordings from previous academic years. If you cannot access/find your content please contact digi-ed@ucl.ac.uk and we will allocate these recordings for you.

If you have any content that needs to be viewed by non-UCL staff/students or material that is for an audience other than students on taught modules/programmes, then the material will need to be hosted on **UCL Mediacentral**. Please see here for instructions on how to do this: [https://wiki.ucl.ac.uk/x/3AD0BQ](https://wiki.ucl.ac.uk/x/3AD0BQ)

It is important to remember that the current Lecturecast system is for **taught material only** delivered to UCL students.

If you have any questions please see our FAQs and/or email Lecturecast@ucl.ac.uk
The Lecturecast Project team are trialling lecture recording indicator lights in a number of centrally bookable rooms across campus (refer to the list below for details).

An indicator light has been mounted on the podium desk in these teaching spaces. The light will display different colours depending on whether a recording is taking place, is paused or whether there is a fault with the recording device.

In addition, you will be able to use the light to pause and resume a recording. This may be useful to remove conversations during lecture breaks.

1. Christopher Ingold XLG1 LT
2. 1-19 Torrington Place, room 113 (note: this is a cluster room)
3. Roberts Building 106
4. 14-16 Taviton Street, room 433
5. Chandler House G10
6. IOE - Bedford Way (20) - Elvin Hall room 104
7. Medawar Building G02
   Watson LT room G02

For more information about this trial visit the Digital Education blog.

Access instructions for using the recording lights here.

---

**Training Guides**

---

**>> Lecturecast Scheduler**

- Learning the basics
- Create and edit a schedule
- Create bulk schedules
- Delete schedules
- Non-modular events

---

**>> Create Lecturecast Link**

- Create a link on a Moodle course to a Lecturecast section
- Add an additional Lecturecast section to a Moodle course
- Remove a Lecturecast link on a Moodle course
- Change Lecturecast display settings
Lecturecast ALP

- Learning the basics
- Logging in to ALP
- Edit a capture
- Publish content
- Enable/disable student downloads
- Download content
- Add content to a class
- View class content
- Remove the presenter from a recording

Universal Capture

- Downloading Universal Capture software
- Logging in to Universal Capture
- Create a Universal Capture recording
- Publish a recording

Lecturecast Legacy

The Lecturecast Project team have completed migrating all Legacy recordings to Lecturecast (ALP). The Legacy system has now been decommissioned. You can access all migrated content from legacy lecturecast on the Active Learning Platform (ALP). Please refer to the Guidance on the re-use of recordings from previous academic years. If you cannot access/find your content please contact digi-ed@ucl.ac.uk and we will allocate these recordings for you.